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Payment Integrity
Comprehensive Cost
Containment
6 Degrees Health provides detailed
clinical reviews that evaluates every
line item billed, to check for errors and
inconsistencies. Our reviews are
conducted by industry leading clinical
experts, offering the highest quality
solution with the best savings.

Superior Payment Integrity Solution
We take a service-first approach to our clinical
reviews to ensure accuracy and fairness in
billing. Our unique pre-payment “clean claim”
review process extends beyond typical clinical
reviews and evaluates every line item to
identify and remove billing errors and
inconsistencies. Our clinical experts conduct
the reviews using MediVI, our proprietary data
technology, to support negotiations for fair
reimbursement rates and confirm that only
accurately billed charges are paid prior to any
other discount application. Our customercentric focus, extensive cost containment
experience, clinical expertise, and evidencebased data delivers the superior service and
optimal savings.
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Why Are Clean Claim Reviews Important?
The error rate per claim is greater than 10%
and 100% of inpatient claims have billing
errors - making claim reviews paramount.
Our clinical reviews are completed by an RN
to ensure DRG validation, pharmacy charges,
coding, and implants are correct. The detailed
review by a clinical expert removes erroneous
line items billed, applies network discounts,
and verifies billing accuracy. The clean claim
review process eliminates balanced bills and
can reduce stop-loss premiums. 6 Degrees
Health further supports plans by handling all
disputes and appeals with the provider.

What Claims are Applicable for Review?
Unpaid or partially paid claims, in network or
out-of-network claims, billed charges greater
than $100,000 or which exceed an outlier
threshold can all be reviewed.
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